Strength Of A Rose
WHITE CLOUD WHITE SWAN
This is no ordinary love affair
I love somebody and there’s no one there
White clouds and an empty chair
It always was and it always will be
White cloud, white swan
White light from beyond the beyond
White cloud, white swan
White light from
beyond the beyond the beyond
Now I lay my life into your healing hands
Offer up my love making no demands
Trusting in something I don’t understand
I’m letting go and I’m sailing free
with the
White cloud, white swan
White light from beyond the beyond
White cloud, white swan
White light from beyond the beyond the
beyond
How do you thank the ocean?
How do you thank the wind?
How do I thank you Osho?

White cloud, white swan
White light from beyond the beyond
White cloud, white swan
White light from beyond the beyond the
beyond

BEYOND THE BEYOND
Beyond the beyond the beyond
That’s where your lovers meet
Beyond the beyond the beyond
Dancing at your feet
No matter where we go
No matter where we are
No matter what we do
We are one love, one heart
In the light of your love, Osho
No matter where we go
No matter where we are
No matter what we do
We are one love, one heart
In the light of your love, Osho

This is no ordinary love affair
I love somebody and there’s no one there
White cloud and an empty chair
It always was and it always will be
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WATCHING YOUR VISION

LOVE WILL LEAD US ON

Every day I wake up
watching your vision unfolding
Every day I’m amazed,
amazed at this flower that’s growing

All at once, out of the blue
When I was unprepared
I started seeing you
Hearing your voice calling my name
Across the universe feeling
a burning flame

Living in love every moment,
every step of the way…
Osho, through your grace
watching your vision unfolding
Every day I wake up
watching your vision unfolding
Every day I’m amazed,
amazed at this flower that’s growing
Living in love every moment,
every step of the way…
Osho, through your grace
watching your vision unfolding
Watching your vision unfolding
Living in love every moment,
every step of the way…
Osho, through your grace we’re
watching your vision unfolding
Watching your vision unfolding

And love will lead us on,
everywhere we go
And love will lead us on,
my heart tells me so
And love will lead us on, and on and on
And love will lead us on
On and on, I know it’s true
All at once, in front of my eyes
A world beyond my dreams
Began to materialize
Hearing your voice calling my name
Across the universe singing
my Osho’s songs
And love will lead us on,
everywhere we go
And love will lead us on,
my heart tells me so
And love will lead us on, and on and on
And love will lead us on
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SILENT SPACE WITH YOU
I woke up laughing, strange but true
I was dreaming of the white swan
In that silence space with you
I saw a colour reflected,
silver and blue
I saw the white swan
in a flash of light
In the silence space with you
It’s more than romance,
it’s more than sexual
This is a one to one full on connection
Don’t need to hear your voice to feel
your heartbeat
Don’t need a body to contain this love

This is a one to one full on connection
Don’t need to hear your voice to feel
your heartbeat
Don’t need a body to contain this love
And I woke up laughing, it’s nothing new
Every day is a miracle
In the silence space with you
In the silence space with you
In the silence space with you
I woke up laughing

Across the burning desert the
white swan flew
On and on and on and on
In that silence space with you
I saw the world in pieces,
I saw the people too
I know my only release is
The silence space with you
It’s more than romance, it’s more
than sexual
This is a one to one full on connection
Don’t need to hear your voice to feel
your heartbeat
Don’t need a body to contain this love
It’s more than romance,
it’s more than sexual
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MAN OF THE MOUNTAINS
A man of the mountains is here
He’s a man among men
A man of the truth is appeared
And he’s with us again
From the spring of life
Comes a ray of light
One more light in the world
From the spring of life
Comes a ray of light
Can you see
A man with the light in his eyes
He’s a man among men
A man of the truth is appeared
And he’s with us again
From the spring of life
Comes a ray of light
One more light in the world
From the spring of life
Comes a ray of light
Can you see

TOTALLY WILD, ABSOLUTELY FREE
I wanna say it one more time
I wanna say it loud and clear
Body’s gone, but he’s still here.
I see you in the morning sun,
I see you in the rising moon
In the fragrance of a rose in full bloom

That’s the way he say it would be
He is totally wild, absolutely free
He is totally wild, absolutely free
Before I tell my story,
before I sing my song
Better you know where I’m coming from
I’m coming from the world of Osho
It’s a meeting place of friends
I’m coming where the heartbeat never ends
That’s the way he say it would be
We are totally wild, absolutely free
We are totally wild, absolutely free
Freedom light all over the world
Freedom light all over the world
Freedom light all over the world
I wanna say one more time,
I wanna say loud and clear
Body’s gone but he is still here.
It’s more than flesh and blood,
beyond body and mind
Take a look inside and I’ll find
That’s the way he say it would be
Totally wild, absolutely free
He is totally wild, absolutely free
You are totally wild, absolutely free
We are totally wild, absolutely free
I am totally wild, absolutely free
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SING YOUR OWN SONG

STRENGTH OF A ROSE

Sing your own song
Beat your own drum
Fly on the wind, it will carry you
Dance your own dance
It’s a beautiful chance
Fly on the wind, it will carry you

Wild flower in a wild wind
Wild voice singing deep within
Wild night when your dreams come true
And it’s happening to me and you

Why hesitate when there’s nothing to fear
Why do we wait with the moment so near
Be your own light
Keep your heart strong and
Sing your own song
Sing your own song
Beat your own drum
Fly on the wind, it will carry you
Let yourself go
Say yes, don’t say no
Fly on the wind, it will carry you
Why hesitate when there’s
nothing to fear
Why do we wait with the moment so near
Be your own light
Keep your heart strong and
Sing your own song
Why hesitate when
there’s nothing to fear
Why do we wait with the moment so near
Be your own light
Keep your heart strong and
Sing your own song
Be your own light
Keep your heart strong and
Sing your own song

Wild river rolling to the restless sea
What is meant to be will be
No matter what we do
And it’s happening to me and you, me and you
Where we’re bound nobody knows
We’re too far gone to take it easy
Feel the grass beneath our feet as it grows
Feel the wind in our hair as it blows
We’ve got the courage to be wrong
And the strength of a rose
Wild heart in a wild world
Innocent eyes of a little girl
Wild spirit in a wild dream
Passing through this world alone
Wild river rolling to the restless sea
White cloud moving silently
The silver moon shining through
And it’s happening to me and you,
me and you
Where we’re bound nobody knows
We’re too far gone to take it easy
Feel the grass beneath our feet as it grows
Feel the wind in our hair as it blows
We’ve got the courage to be wrong
And the strength of a rose
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